Abstract. The missing mass problem has not been solved decisively yet. Observations show that if gravity is to be modified, then the MOND theory is its excellent approximation on galactic scales. MOND suggests an adjustments of the laws of physics in the limit of low accelerations. Comparative simulations of interacting galaxies in MOND and Newtonian gravity with dark matter revealed two principal differences: 1) galaxies can have close flybys without ending in mergers in MOND because of weaker dynamical friction, and 2) tidal dwarf galaxies form very easily in MOND. When this is combined with the fact that many interacting galaxies are observed at high redshift, we obtain a new perspective on tidal features: they are often formed by non-merging encounters and tidal disruptions of tidal dwarf galaxies. Here we present the results from our self-consistent MOND N -body simulation of a close flyby of two galaxies similar to the Milky Way. It turns out that most types of the structures that are traditionally assigned to galaxy mergers can be formed by non-merging encounters, including tidal arms, bridges, streams, shells, disk warps, thick disks, and most probably also disks of satellites. The success of MOND in explaining the dynamics of galaxies hints us that this way of formation of tidal structures should be considered seriously.
Motivation
Physics faces two big challenges: the missing mass problem and the absence of a successful quantum gravity theory. Perhaps the two questions are related and gravity does not behave in the standard way if the curvature of spacetime is small. This is actually hinted by observations since rotation curves † of spiral galaxies are fully determined by the distribution of baryonic matter (e.g., McGaugh et al. 2016) following the MOND modified gravity theory (Milgrom 1983; Famaey & McGaugh 2012) . MOND can fit accurately rotation curves of galaxies spanning a wide range of masses, sizes and gas fractions (e.g., Gentile et al. 2011; McGaugh et al. 2016) . The predictability of rotation curves from the distribution of baryons is hard to explain if the rotation curves are largely determined by dark matter, as the standard Newtonian theory assumes. Testing MOND in dwarf and elliptical galaxies is observationally difficult but the existing results are encouraging (e.g., McGaugh & Milgrom 2013; Lelli et al. 2017; Bílek et al. 2019) . Weak gravitational lensing (Milgrom 2013 ) and dynamics of galaxy groups (Milgrom 2019) indicate that MOND works well also on the scales of hundreds of kpc in sparse environments. The validity of MOND remains unclear for galaxy clusters and cosmology (Milgrom 2014) . † A rotation curve is the rotation velocity as a function of galactocentric radius. 
Galaxy interactions in MOND
The above facts lead us to conclude that if gravity is to be modified, then it has to be very similar to MOND on the scales of galaxies and galaxy groups. It then makes sense to apply MOND on galaxy interactions. Comparative simulations of galaxy interactions in MOND and in the Newtonian gravity with dark matter (ΛCDM) identified two main differences (Nipoti et al. 2007; Tiret & Combes 2007; Combes & Tiret 2010) . 1) Dynamical friction ‡ during interactions of comparable galaxies is weaker in MOND and therefore galaxies can encounter relatively closely without merging within the age of the Universe. Many observed interacting pairs that are traditionally called "mergers" can actually be non-merging galaxy flybys as emphasized by Kroupa (2015) . This is a good news since ΛCDM simulations suffer of overproducing of galactic bulges because of frequent mergers (Kroupa 2015 , see also Combes 2014 . 2) Tidal dwarf galaxies, i.e. small galaxies forming in tidal tails of interacting galaxies, form much easier in MOND. The observed organization of satellites into disks, that is difficult to explain with the ΛCDM theory, gets explained easily if the satellites are tidal dwarf galaxies (Kroupa 2015) .
Tidal structures without mergers
Observations teach us that galaxy interactions become more frequent with increasing redshift. Approximately 20% of galaxies with stellar masses over 10 9.5 M are seen interacting at the redshift of 1 (see, e.g., the compilation in Fig. 6 of Bridge et al. 2010 ). In addition, the typical velocity difference of neighboring galaxies in the field is only 30 km s −1 (Karachentsev 2012) , favoring close encounters. We can then expect assuming modified gravity that many tidal structures were created by non-merging galaxy flybys. Further tidal features were formed by eroding tidal dwarf galaxies by tidal forces. This is different from the classical view that tidal features are remnants of mergers of primordial galaxies. This brings up the question of what types of tidal structures can be formed by the non-merging encounters.
We witnessed the formation of structures that are traditionally associated with mergers in our self-consistent simulation of the history of the Local Group in MOND (Bílek et al. 2018 ). The initial conditions were set so that the simulated Milky Way and M 31 reproduced their observed masses, sizes, disk inclinations, distance, and relative velocity (nothing else was tuned). It had been known before from analytic calculations that MOND implies that these galaxies had a close encounter at the redshift of 1-2 (Zhao et al. 2013) . Our simulation showed that the galaxies reached a distance of 24 kpc at the pericenter. The encounter induced the formation of long tidal tails in the Milky Way one of which was captured by M 31. Such an encounter is very unlikely in ΛCDM since the galaxies would merge in 1-2 Gyr after the pericenter. In contrast, the galaxies in the MOND simulation were not even close to merging at the end of the simulation 6.5 Gyr from today.
Here follows a parade of tidal structures that were formed during the course of our simulation of this non-merging encounter. ‡ Dynamical friction is a process that transforms the orbital energy and momentum of the two galaxies into the internal energy and momentum of their constituents, i.e. stars and dark matter particles. It creates a force acting against the direction of motion of the galaxies and causes the galaxies to merge. The encounter caused a disk warp in the simulated Milky Way (left) with a magnitude and orientation similar to the real one (right, Levine et al. 2006) .
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Credit: Levine et al. (2006) The simulation suggested the origin of the thick disks (left). Shells were not formed in our simulation but Hernquist & Quinn (1988) demonstrated that non-merging flybys can produce them (right). Herqnquist & Quinn (1988) The structure at the simulated M 31 (left) can also be identified with the observed disk of satellites (right) (similar size, mass, rotation, orientation). The color indicates the line-of-sight velocity from the position of the Sun. 
Role of galaxy mergers in MOND
Mergers of comparable galaxies can, of course, happen even in MOND if the galaxies appear close to each other with a low relative velocity or if the stellar bodies of the galaxies hit each other (Combes & Tiret 2010) . Interestingly, the results of Ciotti & Binney (2004) and Nipoti et al. (2008) suggest that dynamical friction in MOND becomes stronger than in ΛCDM for interacting galaxies whose masses are very different (minor mergers). Real simulations of such interactions are however still missing.
